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The world would be a better place if...
All homeless animals had a home and if...
Everyone would love one another.
The world would be a better place if...
There would be enough food for everybody and if...
Everyone would love one another.
The world would be a better place if...
Everyone could afford to go to the doctor and if...
Everyone loved one another.
The world would be a better place if...
All countries could be peaceful and if...
Everyone loved one another.
The world would be a better place if...
All teenagers could afford college and if...
Everyone loved one another.
The world would be a better place if...
All children could be treasured by their parents and if...
Everyone loved one another.
The world would be a better place if...
There were no riots in the streets and if...
Everybody loved one another.
The world would be a better place if...
There were no guns and if...
Everyone loved one another.
The world would be a better place if...
The oceans were cleaner and if...
Everyone loved one another.
The world would be a better place if...
Everyone loved one another.